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Join in online!
If you’re interested in writing either
an op-ed style article or a personal
reflection blog post for our website
SalzburgGlobal.org whilst you’re here
this week, please let Salzburg Global
Editor, Louise Hallman know or email
your submission directly to lhallman@
salzburgglobal.org.

If you intend to write for your own
organization’s website or publication
either whilst you’re here or after the
session, please make sure to observe
the Chatham House Rule (information
on which is in your Welcome Pack).
If you’re in any doubt, please do not
hesitate to contact Louise or Program
Director, John Lotherington.
You can also join in the
conversation on Twitter with the
hashtag #SGShealth and find all your
fellow Twittering Fellows via the list:
www.twitter.com/salzburgglobal/lists/
SGS-548

We’ll be posting all our official
photos from our photographer Ela
Grieshaber to our Flickr account:
www.flickr.com/SalzburgGlobal and
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/SalzburgGlobal,
where we’ll also be posting all the
interviews, recaps and features both
during and after the session.
You are welcome to use our photos
in any of your own publications and
websites, but please credit “Salzburg
Global Seminar/Ela Grieshaber”. High
resolution, non-watermarked versions
of all photos are available on request.
You can also see photos and short
video highlights on Instagram: follow
@salzburgglobal (www.instagram.
com/SalzburgGlobal) and the hashtag
#SGShealth.

All the photos, interviews, recaps,
features and session readings are
available on the session webpage:

www.SalzburgGlobal.org/go/548

Program Director John Lotherington (right) and Session Chair Veronique Roger open the session

The Promise of Data

Change is coming – for better or worse?
Big data has the power to be a
huge game changer in health care
provision – but will this be change
for the better?
As 60 health experts from around
the world gathered in Salzburg
for the opening of the session The
Promise of Data: Will This Bring a
Revolution in Health Care? hopes and
fears surrounding big data and its
role in health and health care were
expressed [see reverse side].
Vast amounts of data are already
available in health care, and this is
only going to increase as technology
advances, connectivity increases and
more people (not just experts like
those present in Salzburg) start to
embrace “wearable” tech which can
monitor their wellbeing. But how can
we turn all this data into knowledge?
And how can we be sure that we’re
analyzing the right data in the right
manner?
More information can be better
than less information, but how the
information is used will determine
whether this surge in data is truly
beneficial.
As one Salzburg Global Fellow
pointed out in the opening session of

the program, the “democratization
of data” sounds good but can also
be dangerous – not everyone knows
how to accurately interpret their own
data, and even the “incumbents”,
established medical institutions, are
overwhelmed by the vast amount of
data and the diverse agendas being
pursued by clinicians, researchers,
corporations – and patients.
Keeping the best interests of
the patients at the forefront is
paramount, and big data could help
move away from a “paternalistic”
approach to health care, to one that
offers more patient involvement and
increase shared decision making,
suggested one Fellow. But to do this,
data needs to be shared in a manner
that is accessible and understandable
for clinicians and patients.
Despite it being a modern
buzzword, Salzburg Global Fellows
were encouraged to remember that
using data to inform and support
huge changes in health care provision
is not solely a modern phenomenon;
Florence Nightingale too used data
when promoting her reforms to
nursing in the 18th century.
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Big Data: Hopes and Fears
That big data has the power to change health care was not disputed by the expert Fellows on the opening
day of The Promise of Data: Will This Bring a Revolution in Health Care? but will that change be for better or
worse? Fellows shared their hopes and fears surrounding big data.

Hopes

Fears

•

Data will be used for the benefit of patients.

•

•

Patients will feel empowered by the data made
available to them.

Data will be used to save costs rather than help
the patient.

•

•

Patients will have access to and ownership of
their own data.

Patients will feel overwhelmed by all the data
made available to them.

•

•

Data will help health care move from “sick care”
to promoting and monitoring general wellbeing.

Big corporations will collect and then keep data
to themselves, refusing to share with patients and
other organizations, using the data to increase
their own profits rather than advance health care.

•

Data will prove we’re making the best decisions
for both individual patients and populations at
large.

•

Organizations that “own” patients’ data will sell
the data on to others.

•

Data will enable clinicians to make more “precise”
decisions about the best course of health care for
an individual.

•

Data will be stolen and misused.

•

•

Data will help find more efficient and economical
health care solutions.

Data will lead to a greater disparity between rich
and poor, urban (connected) and rural (off-grid)
patients.

•

Access to constant wellbeing monitoring data will
increase anxiety and lead to over/unnecessary
medication.

•

Over abundance of data will lead to an inability to
accurately or meaningfully analyze the data.

•

Analysis based on “wearable” tech will be
inaccurate because too many of the wearers are
atypical patients.

